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Incident Report – 8x8 Login access  

Date:  October 3rd, 2018 

 

On October 3, 2018, at approximately 8:10 am PDT, 8x8’s Network Operation Center 

(NOC) started to receive reports of some customers unable to login to SSO services at 

login.8x8.com or sso.8x8.com (existing SSO sessions for impacted customers were 

working fine). Initially, the issue was attributed to multiple Internet Service Providers 

(ISPs) reporting outages and several packet storms that were observed as 8x8 

endpoints on these ISPs were retransmitting to our data centers. However, the load was 

being handled properly, no alarms except the increased load and retransmissions, and 

no issues were observed with the SSO service itself upon testing by the 8x8 NOC. 

 

However, the NOC continued to receive reports from 8x8 customer support indicating 

some customers who have no problems with connectivity and with fully functioning 

phones were still experiencing issues with new logins to SSO. 

 

Shortly thereafter, a war room was formed with 8x8’s DevOps and engineering team 

members and management to investigate the issue.  

 

After further investigation, it was discovered that only customers on certain ISPs were 

experiencing this issue. There were two groups formed within the war room, one with 

focus on the application and one with focus on the network. 

 

- Focus was put on reviewing 8x8 application services; however, no faults/no 

alerts/no errors in the logs were discovered and internal tests were successful. 

- After ensuring no problem with the applications, focus was put on customer 

connectivity to the 8x8 data centers. 

- No issues were observed with the connectivity of the impacted customers to the 

data centers (no indication of loss, routing issues, quality of connection problems, 

etc). 

- In addition, the TCP traffic for SSO was shifted away from our CDN/DDoS 

mitigation provider to ensure that element was not causing issues in any way, 

which did not address the problem. 

- Regardless, since the issue was observed only on certain Internet routes/ISP (for 

example issues were not seen on most Comcast connections, but issues were seen 

on AT&T), traffic was shifted across different ISPs and between other 8x8 data 

centers plus moving the traffic to redundant application servers. None of these 

changes made any difference for the impacted customers. 

- Investigating the packet captures from the failed attempts from customers reporting 

issues, it was found that the TCP handshakes were failing to complete for these 

customers.  
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- While doing many different testing scenarios, it was noticed that the issue was not 

observed if the connection was through an IPSec tunnel from the same ISPs to the 

same SSO service. 

- As such, while the main war room was focusing on the root cause, another war 

room started focusing on a workaround solution to proxy the SSO traffic for 

impacted customers by redirecting the traffic to Amazon Web Services (AWS) and 

then sending the traffic back through an IPSec tunnel to 8x8 data centers. This 

solution addressed the SSO login for the impacted customers at 2:58 pm PDT; 

however, some other TCP based services such as configuration manager or account 

manager were still inaccessible for the impacted customers.  

- At that point, in the main war room the focus was put on every layer of network 

that could touch TCP traffic.  As part of the review,  a particular setting was found 

that is configured on 8x8 core routers worldwide called tcp adjust-mss, which is 

used to adjust the maximum segment size to allow traffic to be passed over 

Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels to the DDoS scrubbing centers in an 

event of a DDoS attack. This setting has been in place for several years across 

8x8’s global data centers. However, just to be sure, the setting was removed from 

one of the core routers, which immediately addressed the issue for some customers 

coming over those routes. 

- As a result, this setting was immediately removed globally which addressed the 

problem for the impacted customers at around 4:05pm PDT. 

 

All 8x8 underlying services were fully functional and there were no issues with 8x8 

applications themselves during this event. 

 

Root cause and corrective action: 

 

TCP handshakes/connections over certain ISPs/Internet routes were not completing 

properly resulting in issues accessing TCP based services such as SSO, Account 

Manager, and Configuration Manager.  

 

The root cause was related to a global setting on 8x8 core routing equipment called tcp 

adjust-mss, which is used to adjust the maximum segment size to allow traffic to be 

passed over GRE tunnels through scrubbing centers in an event of a DDoS attack. This 

setting has been in place for several years across 8x8’s global data centers. Removal of 

this setting from router connections addressed the issue for customers; however, it is 

still unknown what triggered the issue.  It was observed from other ISP reports that 

there were several Internet events on October 3rd impacting several major internet 

service providers (such as AT&T, Verizon, Comcast, Charter, T-Mobile, Sprint among 

others), and 8x8 is in discussions with some of these ISPs as well as with core routing 

equipment vendors to understand if any particular treatment of TCP based traffic by 

the ISPs might have triggered a certain fragmentation issue or a bug where the 

fragmented packets would have been dropped and thus causing this condition. 
 

 

 


